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ABSTRACT 
The Advanced Technology for Large Aperture Space Telescope (ATLAST) concept was assessed as one of the NASA 
Astrophysics Strategic Mission Concepts (ASMC) studies. Herein we discuss the 9.2-meter diameter segmented aperture 
version and its wavefront sensing and control (WFSC) with regards to coronagraphic detection and spectroscopic 
characterization of exoplanets. The WFSC would consist of at least two levels of sensing and control: (i) an outer coarser 
level of sensing and control to phase and control the segments and secondary mirror in a manner similar to the James 
Webb Space Telescope but operating at higher temporal bandwidth, and (ii) an inner, coronagraphic instrument based, 
fine level of sensing and control for both amplitude and wavefront errors operating at higher temporal bandwidths. The 
outer loop would control rigid-body actuators on the primary and secondary mirrors while the inner loop would control 
one or more segmented deformable mirror to suppress the starlight within the coronagraphic field-of·view. Herein we 
discuss the visible nulling coronagraph (VNC) and the requirements it levies on wavefront sensing and control and show 
the results of closed-loop simulations to assess performance and evaluate the trade space of system level stability versus 
control bandwidth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Advanced Large Aperture Space Telescope (ATLAST) is a mission concept for a NASA astrophysics mission 
beyond 2020 and would operate in the ultraviolet (UV), optical and near-infrared (NIR). ATLAST-9.2m would consist 
of a 9.2 meter segmented primary mirror diameter and be diffraction limited at ",=500 nm, yielding angular resolution 
(ND) of -13 milli-arcseconds in visible light. The wide span of science enabled by A TLAST is described in ASMC final 
report l and available from One of A TLAST' s science goals is the detection of earth-
mass exoplanets and characterization of their atmospheres, and the surrounding parents star's dust and debris disk. This 
requires coronagraphy to increase the contrast of the planet relative the parent star. Coronagraphy is ultimately limited 
by the diffracted, scattered and stray light leaked through the optical system to the coronagraphic focal plane and it is 
this light which must be sensed and controlled. 
A multitude of coronagraphic approaches exist of which only two are known to be viable options for a segmented 
aperture telescope: (i) an external occulter2, and (ii) a visible nulling coronagraph3• An external occulter suppresses the 
starlight prior to entering the telescope making the requirements on the telescope collection system more benign, 
however, it comes at expense of flying two separate spacecraft separated by > 10,000 km where the 2nd spacecraft is a 
large deployable occulter (-50 m or larger) with tolerances on its shape of -100 microns2• External occulter approaches 
have been studied for the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), and as part the ASMC 
studies and for A TLAST. Herein we assess the use of the 2nd option, i.e. the visible nulling coronagraph (VNC). A VNC 
has been studied by NASA for the Extrasolar Planetary Imaging Coronagraph4,5 (EPIC) and for the Dilute Aperture 
Visible Nulling Coronagraphic Imager6 (DA ViNCI) ASMC studies and multiple ground testbeds7,8,9 are in various stages 
of development to assess performance and develop sensing and control approaches for the VNC and its associated 
technologies, 
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2. OVERVIEW OF ATLAST-9.2M 
2.1 Optical Telescope Element (OTE) 
ATLAST-9.2m consists of a deployed optical system whereby the primary mirror (PM) and the secondary mirror (SM) 
and its tower fold up to a stowed configuration to enabling it to fit into the a 6.5m fairing of a Delta-IV Heavy version of 
the Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EEL V). The stowed and deployed configurations are shown on the left- and 
right-panels of figure-I respectively. 
The optical configuration 
is a three mirror 
anastigmat (TMA) with 
the PM consisting of 36 
hexagonal ULE glass 
segments, width per 
segment is 1.315 meters 
flat-to- flat. The segments 
are hexagonal packed with 
the center segment 
missing to allow light 
from the SM to pass 
through the center of the 
PM and into the 
instruments residing 
behind the primary mirror. 
A large deployed 
sunshield keeps sunlight 
off the telescope and its 
support structure. Each 
Figure-I: Stowed and deployed configurations of A TLAST -9.2m 
segment is mounted on a hexapod which gives 6 degree of freedom (DOF) rigid body control per segment and 
additionally a radius of curvature force actuator allows deformation of segment to changes its radius of curvature, 
yielding 7 DOF per segment. Additionally the SM is mounted on a hexpod (6 DOF) that is mounted on three support 
struts coupled back to the PM backplane supporting structure. Thus the OTE has 36 x 7 + 6 258 controllable DOF and 
has legacy to the JWST. The larger areal density ULE was baselined, over JWST's Beryllium, since ATLAST-9.2m will 
operate at room temperature and requires greater stiffness for higher wavefront quality a significant consideration for 
coronagraphy. 
The aperture thus consists of a hexagonal region of9.2 meters from outer flat edge to out flat edge with a 3 obscurations 
for the struts and a central hole as shown in figure-2. 
Encircled Energy I 
V-Band centered @ }.=55O nm 
2.44 AID = 0.030 arcsec 
FWHM = 0.0134 arcsec 
70% EE" 0.0130 arcsec 
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Figure-2: ATLAST -9.2m Aperture, Point Spread Function (PSF) and Encircled Energy 
Table-I' System Level Parameters and Coarse & Fine Wavefront Control 
[Value Comments 
Telescope Conflguration 9.2 m on-axis segmented wi SM obscuration, 3 SM struts, TMA 
Segments 36 hex, 1.315 m (flat-to-flat} UlE segments wi 7 DOF, ULE SM wi 6 DOF 
Number of segments 36 Hex pack with center missing 
Segment width 1.315 meters (flat to flat) 
Collecting Area 53.912 meters I Collected Photons I sec S.39E+09 Sth mag V-band star [500 600 nm) 
Coronagraphic Contrast 1.001:+10 at!. = 500 om 
E rnner Working Angle (IWA) 40 mas (3 NO atA = 500 nm) 
III Outer Working Angle (OWA) 640 mas (ISND an = 500 nm) SFA or OM limited ~ Diameter of cor hole 1280 mas >-
III Shear &. K-mlrror pupil rolls 12 durtng planet search, 1 during characterization 
End-to-End Optical Throughput 23% OTE + VNC 
Full spectral passband 480 - 960 om limited by 2X on fibers 
Instantaneous Qassband <50% Limited by phase plates and null control 
Spectroscopy to R = 100? In·band dispersive ("tegral field 1) 
Binary stars possible Yes 53% G-stars are binary 
Resolved source <4 Degrades null for stars> 4 mas diameter 
POinting requirements 3.4 
C Static OTE WFE (Dilft'n Limited) 1../14 rms '" 35.71 '" 500 nm 
w£ Segment control is for piston, tip & tilt and lQ ';t W Sense: 1 nm nms WFE (30), Segm assumed phase retrieval based wI on-board closed OTE Coarse WFS&C control: 5 nm nms WFE/segm (3a) loop control. PSF Pickoff sensor following OTE + 
«-I- 5egm Diff cntrl: 7 nm rms WFEfsegm (3cr) FMS out prior to 'INC. Use out of science band 0 20 
u1: Coarse control M: once per 5 min photons fur coarse control. 
0 Segm to Segm drift rate 5 nm (1a) rms WFE I 5 min => 17 pm/sec 
U Seqm to Seam overall diff 7.5 nm (lc) rms WFE 
C Controlled WFE (RMS) < 25 pm rms 0-30 cpa Ncr between nuller arms 
£5 Segm to Segm drift rate 17 pm/sec Shows up as NCP between nuller arms 
.~ VNC Control bandwidth 0.1 Hz Total VNC WFE 76 pm (Static 25 pm + Dynamic 3*17 pm) 
e U Coherent fiber bundle 1027 fibers Length,. 100lJffi, "selaege margin> 1 cm 
.... 2 Deformable mirrors 2 1027 se9mt segm hex pack MEMS wi 1027 piston/tip/tilt 
c> Total control DOF 6162 :2 hex pack OMs with 3 DOF per OM segment 8 Control spectral bandwidth 20 nm 
Q) to-band control photon rate 2.481:+08 photons I control step in 10 om passband 
c::: Photon rate I control DOF 402458.20 photons / control step I DOF u: Photon limited sensing floor 62.72 fPm per control DOF (assumes uncorrelated) 
Table-I shows the system level parameters, relevarlt to the coarse control of the OTE and fine control with the VNC. 
2.2 OTE Wavefront Control 
OTE wavefront control is accomplished in a marlner similar to JWST arld uses a focus diverse phase retrieval approach 
that has heritage to the Hubble Space Tclescope (HST) arld ultimately modified arld verifiedlo for use on the segmented 
telescope JWST. Light from a star (unresolved point source) passing through the OTE is fed to two WFS detectors after 
passing through selectable spectral filters to form two focus diverse images, i.e. images at different foci, of the star on 
the two separate detectors. Nonlinear iterative algorithms (aka phase retrieval) are employed on-board to invert the 
images arld solve for the unknown wavefront errors. A pupil imaging lens is also employed in one of the WFS beam 
paths to create a pupil image (image of PM) to estimate the amplitude for the phase retrieval algorithms. The wavefront 
errors are subsequently decomposed into control modes of the OTE controllable OOF arld converted to commarlds that 
are fed back to move the actuators on the PM segments arld SM mirror. Thc baseline approach for ATLAST-9.2m is to 
operate in closed-loop on-board the spacecraft without operator intervention to maximize control barldwidth arld 
minimize wavefront error. Nominal closed-loop OTE bandwidths are source brightncss dependent but down to visual 
magnitude 19 stars still allow wavefront control every 5-10 minutes. The WFS instrument and overall approach is 
described in Feinberg et. alII. 
3. VISIBLE NULLING CORONAGRAPH FOR ATLAST -9.2M 
3.1 Overview of Visible Nulling Coronagraph 
The PM ATLAST-9.2m requires a coronagraph that works with segmented primary mirror. The VNC is one of the few 
options that will work with a segmented aperture telescope since it effectively works by destructively interfering light 
from one PM segment against another PM segment. In practice a group of four segments are interfered against each 
other in various combinations to use as many of the PM segments as possible to maximize throughput (tigure-4). The 
VNC sky transmission function, without errors, is given by: 
(I) 
where (Ox ,Oy) are the sky angles, 1 and D are the wavelength and telescope diameter (D=9.2m) respectively and 
(Sf ,Sy) are the fractional lateral beam shear in the x- and y-directions respectively. Thus a target star at 
(Ox ,Oy) = (0,0) has a transmission of 0.0, while a planet on the peak of the tirst transmission fringe at 
Figure-3: Left: Conceptual design ofVNC. Right: Schematic of modified Mach-Zehnder nulling interferometer 
( Ox ,Oy ) = [~, ~)~ has unit transmission monochromatically. The inner working angle (IWA) is taken to be at 
Sx Sy 2D 
the location of the tirst transmission maxima and gives an IW A of 0 IlVA = I I 1 2"+2"-' For ATLAST-9.2m, 
St Sy 2D 
shearing of 2 aperture segments in X, out of 7 across its diameter, 1.74 segments in Y (due to the hexagonal pack pupil 
geometry) yields a limiting IWA of 0 IlVA. = 2.671/ D = 33 mlli-arcseconds (mas) which implies that wavefront and 
amplitude spatial frequency structure at and near ~2.7 cycles per aperture are the most critical spatial frequencies to 
sense and control. 
3.2 VNC Optical Design Description 
The ATLAST flight VNC would consist of two nullers in series as shown for one possible design in the left panel of 
figure-3. Light from the optical telescope element (OTE) enters and passes through a relay with a fine steering mirror 
and enters the 15t nuller (orange 6 sided optical bench near center of figure-3 and the dark output is relayed to the 2nd 
nuller (orange 6-sided optical bench on the right wall). Each nuller is a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer as shown 
schematically in the right panel offigure-3. 
Shear by 2 segments in X 
and 1.74 segments in Y 
Reduces aperture to 44% 
Figure-4: Effect of Shearing ATLAST-9.2m Aperture. Top Row left-to-right: Shear by 1,2 & 3 PM segments, white 
regions are effective aperture after shear. Bottom center: Shear of2 segment widths (flat-to-flat) in X followed by 
shear of 1.74 segment widths in Y. Effective aperture after XN shear is 44% of full aperture ,shown on lower right. 
The input light to each nuller is 50:50 split by beamsplitter-l and passes through the two arms (arm-I and arm-2). Arm-I 
reflects off the 1 st beamsplitter while arm-2 transmits. In arm-I the beam reflects off3 flat optics (MI,M2,M3) of which 
Ml is mounted on a shear mechanism that moves in I degree of freedom (OOF) normal to the incoming beam. The shear 
mechanism laterally translates the beam in arm-I 
relative to arm-2. M2 folds the beam onto the 
Multiple Mirror Array (MMA) (mirror M3), shown 
in Figure-6, at near normal incidence. Herein we 
refer to the deformable mirror as the MMA to 
differentiate it fi'om continuous facesheet 
deformable mirrors. After the MMA, the beam both 
ref1ects and transmits off beamsplitter-2 which is 
matched to the transmission/reflection 
characteristics of beamsplitter-l. The reflected beam 
passes out to the bright object sensor (BOS) and the 
transmitted to the science output (SCI). The high 
contrast science output is the dark output, and when 
nulled, most of the light passes to the BOS. The light 
which transmits through beamsplitter-I also reflects 
off fold flats M4. M5 and M6 as shown to the right 
of figure-3. M4, M5 and M6 are all mounted on a 
single I degree of freedom (OOF) two-stage 
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Figure-5: Inner Working Angle vs. Fractional Aperture 
Sh,,~r in X ~nil Y 
actuation assembly (piston mechanism) that moves to maintain the mean phase difference between arm-! and arm-2 at 1t 
radians at the center wavelength. Light from arm-2 also transmits and reflects off beamsplitter-2 and is mixed against 
the beams from arm-I. Just in front of the MMA and its counterpart in arm-2 are Lyot stops 1 & 2 that are matched to 
each other and to the pattern of the MMA and insures that the Fresnel diffraction within the two arms matches. At the 
output of the bright and dark arms are relay optics (not shown) that relays the beams onto the bright and dark detector 
arrays. For the flight nul1er the dark output is col1imated and relayed to the 2nd nul1er which is a duplicate of the first 
except it is rotated 90 degrees about the optical axis of the output beam. The bright outputs are used for wavefront 
sensing and control and contain interferogram images of the PM. The final dark output contains the coronagraphic in-
focus image. 
To achieve the inner working angle (lWA) the pupil image must be sheared, i.e. one arm of nuller is translated relative 
to the other arm prior to the beams being recombined as shown in figure-4. The shear must be integral units of the width 
of the a single PM segment. This effectively mixes one segment of the PM against another. The lSI nul1er shears in the 
X-direction, and the second in the Y direction. The region of common pupil overlap is masked by a Lyot stop. The 
shearing reduces the effective aperture with more shear yielding smaller effective aperture and hence throughput, 
however, larger shears gives a better IW A. 
4. WAVEFRONT CONTROL 
4.1 Effect of Wavefront Error on Contrast 
Differences in wavefront, amplitude, and polarization between the sheared segments all contribute to a reduction in 
contrast since the fields no longer perfectly subtract between a given set of 4 segments, i.e. that set of 4 which are 
sheared in the pupil to overlap. It is the difference in these terms which cause leakage and error bUdgeting, sensing and 
control are designed to control this 
difference. This is different from 
most other types of coronagraphs 
since in that they require absolute 
control of these errors. 
For example figure-6 shows a 
simulation of the effect of random 
wavefront error. The upper left 
shows a random realization of the 
() 0.055 nm rms differential 
wavefront error, where differential 
refers to differences between the 
sheared segments and includes 
random piston, tip, tilt and a single 
realization 0 f a random PSD of the 
form of ~ IIf3, it does not include 
differential reflectivity nor 
polarization errors or pointing 
errors. The top right of figure-6 
shows the residual or leakage 
point spread function (PSF), and 
the lower plot in figure-6 shows 
the effect of scaling the 
differential rms wavefront error. 
To achieve an IWA of 40 mas 
requires () - 0.055 nm rms 
differential wavefront error 
between the sheared segments. 
However this is tor a static case, 
Le. without drift and closed-loop 
control. 
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Figure-6: Effect of differential wavefront error on leakage PSF. Upper left: 
random realization of differential WFE. Upper right: Resulting leakage PSF 
that leaks through VNC. Bottom: Effect of scaling the differential WFE. 
4.2 Wavefront Sensing 
As previously discussed the OTE wavefront sensing is performed by the use of phase retrieval methods used for 
JWST10,1l, Within the instrument the finer wavefront sensing is accomplished by looking at the interferometric image 
from the bright output arms of the nuller, and from the science image from the dark output arm of the 2nd nuller. This 
approach is currently undergoing validation as part of a NASA funded Technology Development for Exoplanet Missions 
(TDEM) effort3 and is further detailed in reference 3. Results of this TDEM effort will be available in the fall of 20 I 0, 
4.3 Basis of Error Budgeting Formalism 
Consider only a single nuller with a bright and dark output channel. The noise free image irradiances in the single 
nuIler's bright and dark focal planes are given by: 
{
IB (e) = ~ IIPSFo (e) + ~ 12PSF", (e) + ~/l2 Re{ ASF( e) ASFq,* (e)} 
I D (e) = ~ IIPSFo (e)+ ~ 12PSFq, (e) ~ Il2 Re{ ASF( e) ASFq,* (e)} 
(2) 
where I B ( e) and I D ( e) represent the bright and dark channel output images, e is the angular variable representing 
the focal plane projected on the sky, and where II + 12 = ISTAR ' I.~TAR is the integral over sky angle of the stellar flux 
collected by ATLAST. II and 12 are the beam splitter reflected and transmitted fluxes, PSF represents the optical point 
spread function of the Lyot stopped pupil, including the beam shear, and the subscript '0' represents the unaberrated PSF 
and the subscript '<\1' represents the aberrated (phase and/or amplitude) PSF, Both PSFs are normalized such that their 
integrals over de are unity. ASF is the complex amplitude spread function such that PSF = IASFI2. It is 
straightforward to show that IB(e)+I[)(e)=/IPSFo(e)+/2PSFq,(e) and thus the integral of this sum is 
1~7'AR = II + 12 . The phase and amplitude aberrations can be ascribed to one arm or the other of the interferometer 
without loss of generality since it is only differences that ultimately matter. 
Expanding the dark channel equation (2nd equation in (2» using the small angle approximation for the phase error, i.e. 
ei¢ 'Z 1 + iq, . results in the contrast relation that C = ~ 'Z ( Jl'WO)2 PSFo ( e - eo) where eo is the location of 
ISTAR It 
the planet and Wo is the wavefront error amplitude at one given spatial frequency. If the mean wavefront error is zero 
( 
Jl'w. )2 (equivalent to piston difference between nuller arms being zero) then the average contrast is (C) 'Z -t . The 
brightness of speckles is exponentially distributed such its mean is equal to the standard deviation of its intensity, and, 
since we desire to set the requirements for the VNC based on high confidence statistics we require 
(C) + 30"(C) = 4( C) ~ CFllGrrr where C FllGfff is the flight requirement limit. This insures that the tlight contrast 
limit will be met better than 99% of the time, Solving the contrast equation for a single spatial frequency wavefront term 
It {'J;:\ 1 A {'J;:\ 
gives Wo "'" -v(C) per spatial frequency. Thus the rms of this term is WRM~ "'" r;::-V(C) per spatial frequency. 
2Jl' ,,2 Jl' 
For a VNC operating at C=IO-10 at A=500 nm requires WRMS "" 0.0011 nm fIllS per spatial frequency. The overall 
rms wavefront error (WFE) is obtained by integrating Wl:M~ over all spatial frequencies of interest. Spatial frequencies 
of interest are limited to that which is controllable by the deformable mirror (DM). The DM would have 1027 hex pack 
segments, and each of which has 3 control degrees of freedom (DOF) for 3081 control DOF in all. The number of 
control DOF across the diameter of the beam is given by ~: DOF ~ 50 and Nyquist sampling (2 per spatial 
frequency period) gives correction out to 25 cycles per beam. Using Wl~MS as the circular PSD, with random phase 
( h·· . ) d' . h 2D . I fi . f" A ~ DOF . (C) 1: w Ite nOise assumption an mtegratmg over t e spatia requencles 0 mterest gIVes a WFE = 4 2 lor 
the rms WFE. To achieve contrast of 10-10 with 3081 DOF at A =500 nm requires awn: :::;; 0.049 nm rms WFE where 
this is the rms difference of the wavefront error between the two arms of the nuller after DM control, and, if all other 
error sources are considered negligible. However amplitude, polarization and pointing induced beam walk as well as 
point errors will contribute. 
Amplitude errors are handled in a fashion similar to the above and equivalent type expressions can be derived for both 
amplitude and polarization tolerances before and after sensing and control. 
4.4 Error Budget after Sensing 
and Control 
Table-2 shows a top level error 
budget after sensing and control. It is 
broken out into 5 terms. Uncorrected 
piston difference is the rms of 
uncontrolled differences in only the 
piston between the 4-sheared 
segments. Differential beam tilt is the 
Table-2: Error Budget after Sensing and Control 
Contributor Value Units 
Uncorrected Piston Difference (rms) 0-1)02 nm 
Differential Beam Tilt {rIDs} (l.OO2 mas 
uncorrect 'AlFc (rms) 0.020 nm 
uncorrected Errors O.OOt % 
Differentia! Polarization 0.001 deg 
End Pupil Plane Nul! ~ 
Focal Plane Contrast '" 
Contribution to 
Pupil Plane Null 
LSSE-10 
3.931:-08 
L61E-08 
6.251:-12 
7.621:-11 
!U5E-08 
1.0:0£-10: 
uncontrolled rms difference in tip/tilt of the 4 segments in units of milli-arseconds of the segment in the telescope 
entrance pupil, i.e. at the PM. Uncorrected WFE is the uncontrolled difference wavefront error between the 4 segments 
without piston or tip/tilt, i.e. with piston and tip/tilt differences removed. Uncorrected reflectivity errors are the 
uncorrected variation in reflectivity across the set of 4 shear combined segments, in relative units, i.e. assuming a unit 
amplitude plane wave at the telescope entrance aperture. Note that this is after correction via using either 2 DMs or using 
a single DM a passive fiber bundle corrector. DifIerential polarization is the rms rotation angle difference of the 
polarization state after reflecting off all the optics and passing through the VNC and is in units of degrees of rotation. 
Each of these are I-sigma numbers and each contributes to a loss in pupil plane null depth. Converting from pupil plane 
null depth to contrast is accomplished by using 
Null 
C z ---:---where OliVA is in units of AID and where 40 mas 
rc
4 
3 1+-0llVA 8 
has been assumed. Strictly speaking this makes an implicit, but reasonable, assumption on the slope of the power 
spectral density of the errors that is adequate for error budgeting but needs further verification for real world optics and 
deformable mirrors. Table-2 shows that with allocations shown that 10-10 can be achieved if the values in the 2nd column 
can be met. 
5. SUMMARY 
ATLAST-9.2m could achieve exoplanet science for terrestrial planets. to IWA ~40 mas, with a segmented aperture 
system without the need to develop very large lighweighted monolithic space optics. The segmented mirror developmcnt 
has legacy to JWST mirror development, and the OTE wavefront control approach has been validated on the ground for 
JWST, and, pending launch of JWST will become part of the routine maintenance of JWST. The VNC and its associated 
technologies have been steadily advancing and is currently funded for a 2-year effort to advance the NASA technology 
readiness levels to TRL-5. Preliminary error budgeting shows that tolerances are difficult but comparable to that of 
TPF-C, however, ATLAST-9.2m could achieve a wider breadth of science. 
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